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With 55 commercial products and a global distribution network,
Simlatus is a revenue company that manufactures and sells a
commercial product line of audio and video systems for the major
Broadcast Studio Industry, and smaller broadcast studios. The new
'SyncPal' product is scheduled as the next new product release, while
the new Immersive Broadcast System (IBS) 'Simlatus-IBS' is
scheduled for release in late 2017.
The broadcast industry is a changing organism of technology, and
Simlatus has left its footprints with the industries major studios like
CBS, FOX, NBC, ABC, ESPN and DirecTV over the past 18 years.
We recognize the need to change
with technology, and we have
designed our new SyncPal system
to compete with today’s immersive
technology. SyncPal is complete
and being beta-tested with a major
studio and world’s largest studio in
Burbank , California. It goes to
market
in
June-2017.
Our
commercial and consumer based
Simlatus-IBS (Immersive Broadcast
System) product will launch in the
virtual-augmented reality world of
immersive technologies in 2018.

Link to SyncPal:
http://simlatus.com/product/syncpal/

Recent SIML News
Mar 24, 2017
Major Broadcast Studio Receives Syncpal for Beta-Testing
Mar 7, 2017
Simlatus CEO Discusses 2017 Projected Revenues With Virtual
Reality Product
Feb 22, 2017
Simlatus Statement From the Chairman
Feb 1, 2017
Simlatus Podcast Interview Locks-In $5M Funding for New Immersive
Broadcast Product
Jan 25, 2017
Simlatus Podcast Update on Its Two New Vertical Products

This document may contain forward-looking statements, including information about future expectations, plans and prospects. In
particular, when used in the preceding discussion, the words "believes," "expects," "intends," "plans," "anticipates," or "may," and
similar conditional expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Any statements made in this release other than
those of historical fact, about an action, event or development, are forward looking statements. These statements involve known and
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the results to be materially different than those expressed or implied
in such statements. StockVest was paid 20,000,000 restricted shares on 3/27/2017 for 90 days of services.
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